
Akariya Geihanro

https://www.city.inuyama.aichi.jp/sc/index.htmlInuyama Sports CommissionInformation on the sports facilites in Inuyama City

For accommodations in the city,see the Inuyama Sightseeing Association website(https://inuyama.gr.jp/) in Chinese (simplified/traditional), korean and English.

https://www.city.inuyama.aichi.jp/kurashi/sports/index.html

In Aichi’s Northwest region, Inuyama is situated in the Nobi Plain along the banks of the Kiso River.
The western portion of Inuyama is the city’s commercial, agricultural, and residential center, while the North and Eastern portions make up 
the more scenic areas.
In particular, the northern part just below the Kiso River has been deemed a Place of Scenic Beauty. Visitors can experience Ukai (cormorant 
fishing), a unique fishing tradition with a history stretching back over 1300 years.
Also situated along the Kiso River is Inuyama Castle,the oldest standing castle and national treasure of Japan and the temple Jakkoin,which 
is espiacially beautiful during autumn,when the maple leaves turn bright red.
To the east lies a landscape of rolling hills covered with lush vegetation, where the nationally protected Hitotsubatago, or Ornamental Fringe 
Tree, can be found. Another point of interest is Lake Iruka, Japan’s second largest reservoir, which beautifully reflects the surrounding 
mountains.
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Akariya Geihanro
10 Japanese/Western fusion style rooms
4.7 km from the training facility,13 minutes by car
Tel: +81-568-61-2204
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※The information listed on this leaflet is as of July, 2019, and is subject to change without notice.

Nagoya StationTokyo Station
40 minutes by train

70 minutes by train

Approx.100 minutes by Shinkansen

20 minutes by car

75 minutes by car

5 minutes by car

Haguro Central Park
Multi-purpose Sports Plaza

Tomei Expwy Komaki IC

Meitetsu Haguro Station

Medical institutions in the vicinity 

Chubu Centrair International Airport, Nagoya

10 minutes on foot
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Minshuku Kawamiya
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